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out of stock the dogtra rr deluxe is designed for serious upland hunters looking for
the most powerful remote release for training. the rr deluxe is designed to operate

the dogtra pl and ql launchers for upland training, but it is also compatible with
most after-market bird/bumper launcher systems on the market today. the robust
1-mile range assures activation at the most demanding ranges. our realistic duck
call attention getter makes the rr deluxe the release of choice for serious retriever
trainers looking to enhance their dogs marking ability for the hunting season or for
hunt test or field trial competitions. the unit also has a beeper horn for identifying

the location when being used for upland work with our pl or ql launchers. the rr
deluxe is user expandable with an easy coding system that can be done in the field
and can operate up to 16 launchers with our two port system. download manual for

rr deluxe the dogtra remote trainer is the number one choice for serious dog
training enthusiasts. the dogtra remote trainer is ideal for training large, aggressive,

and highly responsive breeds such as german shepherd dogs, rottweilers, and
doberman pinschers. the dogtra remote trainer is a handheld remote trainer that

fits in the palm of your hand. it operates up to 2 dogs at once with our 1-mile range
and has a built-in beeper that alerts the owner. the dogtra remote trainer is the

ultimate training tool for those who want to train their dog without getting wet. it
has a built-in waterproof receiver and transmitter for up to 1-mile range. the dogtra
remote trainer operates with an ipx7 and ipx9 compatible receiver. the transmitter
is also compatible with the dogtra ql, ql lite, and pl2. this is the only remote trainer

that will train with your e-collar. learn more about the dogtra remote trainer
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out of stock the dogtra activate is designed for the serious upland hunter looking for a fast response
transmitter. this unit delivers a maximum range of 1 mile and uses only 4 levels of stimulation. the

activate is designed with an easy to use one-touch system and a choice of simple or adjustable
speed control. the activate features the dogtra activate control system, the activate series receiver,
and the activate series transmitter. the dogtra activate receiver/collar is a rugged, durable, and fully
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waterproof receiver/collar. the collar features non-skid material on the bottom of the receiver to
prevent it from being pulled off of the dog's neck. learn more about ipx9k waterproof rating: this unit

has been tested and has received a waterproof rating of ipx9k. the ingress protection (ip) rating
classifies the level of protection provided by the exterior casing and electrical enclosures against a

variety of elements. dogtra's ipx9k rating has been specifically tested for waterproof protection. this
unit was tested at close range using powerful water jets with high pressure and high temperature

over various points. learn more about ipx9k the dogtra 2702t&b is a 2-dog e-collar specifically
designed for upland hunting, giving you the control and locate-ability on long range bird dogs with its

1-mile range. the 2702t&b gives you the ability to track your dog with three beeper modes: point-
only, run/point, and locate. equipped with the new accelerometer sensor, the 2702t&b gives you the

enhanced ability to accurately track, detect, and monitor your dog. the 2702t&b comes with 127
nick/constant stimulation levels for accurate control, the new hpp (high performance pager) vibration

system, and enhanced contact points. the 2702t&b also offers a unique single-body, downward
facing beeper horn that is built into the receiver to eliminate the bulkiness and risk of catching on

obstacles, like fences, when in the field. the 2702t&b is also available in the 1-dog system, the
2700t&b. download manual for 2700t&b series ipx9k waterproof rating: this unit has been tested and

has received a waterproof rating of ipx9k. the ingress protection (ip) rating classifies the level of
protection provided by the exterior casing and electrical enclosures against a variety of elements.
dogtra's ipx9k rating has been specifically tested for waterproof protection. this unit was tested at
close range using powerful water jets with high pressure and high temperature over various points.

learn more about ipx9k 5ec8ef588b
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